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Hello MEI Community,
As some of you know, I have a twin sister! My sister and I are similar
in many ways, but here is one difference—she very recently took her

first plane ride at the age of 30, and mine was a little over 10 years
ago. I was a sophomore in college, and my friend Becky and I were
headed to Minnesota for a little fun. We stayed at a hotel with a

Ruthanne Parker
Wyncote, PA

restaurant that had delicious food, fabulous pool, and—to our delight,
a free shuttle to the famous Mall of America. We had to go! We decided to venture out
to the mall, even though the forecast called for a major blizzard. We thought “this is
Minnesota, snow doesn’t affect them!” Of course, after enjoying some Orange Julius
smoothies and rides, we found out the mall would be shutting down due to the blizzard.
A very nice and brave cab driver (as you might guess the hotel shuttle was not operating
at this point) drove us back to the hotel, and we went to bed early to rest up for the next
day. We were meeting up with a very energetic, passionate, fun, and intelligent group
of people and wanted to be on top of our game.
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Have you figured out what I was doing in Minnesota? If you haven’t guessed by now, my
first flight took me to another first—my first Music EdVentures conference! This year the
conference is back in Minnesota, and although many things have changed—the
conference format, my role in the organization, my relationship with snow (cannot
imagine what made me say “yes let’s go out in a blizzard!” ten years ago)--the bottom
line stays the same: three days of dynamic content, engaging sessions, and spirited
discussion await conference attendees.
I was brought into the SongWorks and Music EdVentures world as a student at Oberlin,

and I cannot imagine what my teaching and life would be like if Dr. Peggy Bennett had
not invited me to that conference in Minnesota over 10 years ago. What I’m wondering
is, who will you invite this year? Maybe you know a friend or colleague who needs to
refresh their teaching, or wants to connect with innovative educators from around the
world. Maybe you know someone who’s never been to the Mall of America and also
wants to deepen their understanding of SongWorks principles and practices?? In any
case, this issue of the newsletter includes the conference registration form as well as the
info for reserving your room at the hotel. Don’t put it off, reserve and register now! March
is closer than it seems, and you will want to cross this off of your to-do list sooner rather
than later.
Since that first flight, from which I still have the little wings the flight attendant gave me, I
have flown about once a year, to attend MEI conferences and events in different parts
of the country. In fact, the only time I have been on a plane where the flight wasn’t
related to Music EdVentures, is for a trip to Las Vegas…and you know what they say
about that!

-Ruthie
Not a current member of
Music EdVentures, Inc.?

JOIN or RENEW
It’s quick and easy! Go to

www.musicedventures.com
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THE CHILDREN ARE COMING!
November: What I do and Why
Esther Campbell
When fall comes around, I like to do some songs that relate to the
season. Several years ago, during our MEI Conference 2009, Mary
Springer presented a fun song , “The Paw Paw Patch,” with a game
that she does with her pre-school children. It was so fun that I could
see my K and 1st grade students enjoying it too. The Conference

was in early March, and as we all know, we come away with so
many ideas, that some get “lost.”

Esther Campbell
Olympia, WA

Sometime later in the fall, I began looking at Mary’s handout and
decided it was time to use it, but wanted to adapt it to something they could relate to right
away. The Kindergarten students in our school always have a field trip to a pumpkin patch
towards the end of October. I thought: “Why not sing and play about ‘pickin’ up pumpkins’
instead of paw paws?”
The first time I introduce the song and game is before the Kinders’ trip to the pumpkin patch.
The students and I talk about their field trip, where they will be going, and what they will be
doing there. I then tell them that I have a song that they could sing while visiting the pumpkin
patch:

Pickin’ up

pump - kins,

put ‘em in a

bask - et,

Pickin’ up

pump - kins,

put ‘em in a

bask - et,

Pickin’ up

pump - kins,

put ‘em in a

bask - et,

Way down

yon - der in the pump - kin

patch !

Campbell The Children are Coming (continued…)
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GAME:
We imagine that we are at the pumpkin patch, and students excitedly point out (imaginary)
large and small pumpkins around the room. They each decide if they are picking small or
large pumpkins and have a basket of the right size for them. We move around the room
singing, “pickin’ up pumpkins” and “put ‘em in a basket.” At the end of the song, I ask the
students to sit “where their feet are” so we are in a random seating formation.
I proceed to tell them that, some years ago, when other

“We imagine that Kindergartners went to the pumpkin patch, one student named
decided to play a prank and hide in the pumpkin patch.
we are at the “Susie”
Everyone had to go looking for her! Together, we point out several
pumpkin patch,” places in my room where someone like “Susie” could be hiding—
including a huge box which lives in my room that we use for other
games. I go on to tell my class that I am going to choose a “Susie,” but no one will know who
it is—it will be a surprise! The children are told to cover their eyes, and while they hum the
song, I sneak around and tap someone on the shoulder to go and hide in the box.
On my cue, the students open their eyes, jump up, and sing! While walking (in one area of

our “patch” away from the hiding place) they mingle around each other, and try to discover
who is missing by the time we finishing singing:
Where oh where is our friend Susie?
Where oh where is our friend Susie?
Where oh where is our friend Susie?
Way down yonder in the pumpkin patch!

Campbell The Children are Coming (continued…)
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At the end of the song, the students sit down where their feet are and volunteer their ideas for
“who is Susie.” After several suggestions, when they are sure that they know who it is, we sing:
Where oh where is our friend (insert name of student)?
Where oh where is our friend _________?
Where oh where is our friend _________?
Way down yonder in the pumpkin patch.
The “Susie” student comes out from their hiding spot and the students get so excited when
they see who was missing! We start the game over again, but this time the student who was
“Susie” gets to silently tap the next student for the next turn while the class hums, eyes closed.
MUSICAL EXTENTIONS:
Your K-2 students may enjoy reading your teacher-prepared lead map, showing “short-shortlong” form, and creating their own song maps and then reading each others. You can find
great ideas for antiphonning, audiating (using the inner-hearing), teaching rhythm and
solfege patterns for the original song ,“Paw Paw Patch” in SONGWORKS I & II. This song gem
can also be used as a partner song with “Roll that Brown Jug”, “Little Red Wagon”, “Polly Put
the Kettle On”, and “Bluebird.”
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Esther Campbell teaches K-6 music at Mill Pond Elementary in Yelm, Washington. Esther earned her Master's
Degree at Pan American University in South Texas. Besides teaching in South Texas and in Washington, Esther has
taught overseas in Malaysia. She is a member of the first SongWorks Certification Class. Esther and her husband,
Brooke, live in Olympia, Washington.

SongWorks
by Peggy D. Bennett and Douglas R. Bartholomew
Available at

songworkspress@gmail.com
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WHAT’S IN A FORM BOOK?
Marty Stover
with Terolle Turnham and Anna Langness

The Form Book is a graphic organizer showing the form of the song in phrases and clusters.
Three common forms have been identified in American folk songs:
 Short-Short-Long
 Balanced
 Echo

(Some folksongs are a combination of these)
For an example of a Form Book we will use “Sally Go Round the Sun” which is in short-short-long
form. Let’s begin with an easily identifiable line map.

Line map in form

Succeeding pages may contain rhythmic, tonal or combined music elements found in the song.
The following example pages do not each need to be included in a given formbook. Your
formbook can focus on the elements you choose to study. All elements in the study pages have
been previously highlighted and experienced through numerous gross and fine motor movements

with the students. Each new element is presented within the form of the song.

Form and a solfa cluster

What’s in a Form Book? (continued…)

Form and solfa score
in phrases

Song dot score
in phrases

Rhythm notation
in phrases
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What’s in a Form Book? (continued…)
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It is important to remember
 The song, in form, always needs to be present on each page.
 Children are invited to volunteer as they demonstrate following the symbols on each

page.
 The visual, spatial relationships must accurately represent duration of the phrases and

notation.
Unfolding the learning by playfully stimulating curiosity about symbol-making and symbolreading becomes the challenge for the teacher.
To read about ways to facilitate this unfolding, look for more from Marty and Terolle in the
next newsletter. They will describe various processes they have used and observed that are
effective and energizing.
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REFLECTING on the SONGWORKS Approach with Colleagues
Mary Stockhum
Recently, I reached out to a few SongWorks educators to reflect
on the benefits for children from using SongWorks in our teaching.
In these uplifting conversations, I was reminded why I love this
approach. The three overarching themes from these phone
conversations were musicality, playful interactions, and student

success.

Mary Stockhum
Kremmling, CO

MUSICALITY
“The musicality that is critical to music performance is just as important in music study.”
(Principles for Teaching and Learning Music, SongWorks)
In discussing SongWorks benefits for students, Max Mellman clearly asserted that “our
sound study techniques are our most unique practice and most concrete way of
delineating our approach from other methods.” SongWorks does appear to contribute
sound study techniques that are unique, and most of all, musical. In the practical value of
our study techniques, Max concluded that song dotting is the clearest pathway from
sound to notation. For both of us, dotting has become a tangible method of writing and
reading music that is instantly attainable to the beginner.

“Students experience
success with SongWorks
from the beginning
in a way that feels
natural to them.”

Aimee Newman addressed how students experience
success with SongWorks from the beginning in a way
that feels natural to them. One example is students’
ease and musicality as they so naturally articulate
syllables using the Gordon system for vocalizing rhythm.
In moving from bridge notation to conventional
notation, students just are not intimidated by the lines

and dots of mapping and song dotting. Once they start creating something (writing a
score for the song they are singing, for example), students are invested in the process.
Both Aimee and Melody Epperson asserted that antiphonning helps with every single
song and translates sound in so many ways. From musically listening and learning a song,
to challenging students’ aural skills in hearing the whole and the parts, antiphonning is a
very valuable technique.

Stockhum EP Reflection (continued…)
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Vicky Suarez reminded me of my own experiences, from past conference sessions and
summer courses, in learning how to map. As adults who have personally witnessed the
power of mapping in our own experiences, we can set up similar experiences to be of
value to our students. Remembering that maps do not need to be perfect to be of value
is key to leading mapping experiences. A map serves as a kind of graphic organizer
because students are visually representing what they are hearing. Students make their
own interpretations of a song as they learn about how they internalize sound. In return,
we as teachers can effectively assess individuals’ musical understandings from viewing
their visual displays (maps).
PLAYFUL INTERACTIONS
Vicky talked about her recent satisfaction in beginning this teaching year with
intentionally making learning in a playful, relaxed setting. She is taking time to converse
with her students more and connecting with their words and ideas. Also, in finding
opportunities to reframe misbehavior and give the benefit of the doubt, she is seeing
more joy in the music making process. Like Vicky, Melody said that she believes the spirit
of play makes the students happier, contributing to their increasing enjoyment of the

music.

“the spirit of play makes
the students happier,
contributing to their
increasing enjoyment of
the music.”

In talking about interactions with students, Max and I
discussed the importance of choosing words wisely.
How we communicate with children has a profound
impact on how students behave towards us, the
others, and the music. Especially for developing
effective classroom management, Principles of
Teaching and Learning #1 guides how we encounter

our learners: students are treated with respect and dignity for their ideas, skills, and stages
of development. When we are careful in our words as we assume the best in our
students, the atmosphere is light, and a positive tone is set for learning.
STUDENT SUCCESS
In SongWorks, our principles are centered in how children learn best, and they provide
the foundation of why we do what we do. When we believe in and live the principles,
there is confidence in knowing we are doing the best for the children. We all aim to give
our students success, and we are seeing success through our work with SongWorks.

Stockhum EP Reflection (continued…)
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Melody commented on how in-tune she feels with the
students when she is the frame of mind that can allow
students to be a part of guiding a lesson, rather than
thinking their ideas are blocking the lesson’s direction.
The principles have helped guide teaching in a more
flexible way that allow changes to happen that will
improve learning.

“it is through musicality
in our study of sound,
alongside our playful
interactions of joy and
community…”

With the importance of social development, Aimee discussed how SongWorks engages

executive functions. Inside our singing games and activities, life skills are being taught in a
place where is it safe to take risks. Both the teacher and students create a respectful
community where they practice how to introduce themselves, give and receive
invitations, exercise self-control, and learn good manners. Aimee also added that we are
constantly scaffolding as we use all of the SongWorks methods at our disposal to reach all
learners where they are.
WHAT I LEARNED
In this beginning-of-school-year season, taking time to discuss the benefits of SongWorks
with colleagues was so valuable. The phone calls not only sparked new ideas, but more
importantly, gave me clear perspective in how I enhance my students’ lives everyday
with music. It is through musicality in our study of sound, alongside our playful interactions
of joy and community, in which students experience success in music learning. I’m so
appreciative to have the support of everyone in our SongWorks community and want to
thank Melody Epperson, Max Mellman, Aimee Newman, and Vicky Suarez for engaging
in those thoughtful conversations!
Bennett, P. D. & Bartholomew, D. R. (1999). SongWorks 2: Singing from sound to symbol. Van Nuys, CA: Wadsworth. 2015
published by SongWorks Press.
Bennett, P. D. & Bartholomew, D. R. (1997). SongWorks 1: Singing in the education of children. Van Nuys, CA: Wadsworth.
2014 published by SongWorks

__________________________________________________________________________________
Mary Stockum teaches K-5 music and 6-8 choir in Kremmling, Colorado. A University of Colorado at Boulder
graduate with a Bachelor of Music Education, Mary is now pursuing her Master of Music Education at the
University of Northern Colorado. She also teaches private violin lessons, plays viola with the Summit
Community Orchestra, and loves hiking, outdoor concerts, spending time with family, and living in the
beautiful Rocky Mountains.

2016 Emerging Pioneer, Mary Stockhum ,
shares this as her third of four assignments to fulfill her
Fleurette Sweeney Fellowship for Emerging Pioneers award.
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MYSTERY MAP: November
(Did you figure out the Oct Mystery Map? See p21 for the answer!)
This mystery map could be a variety of folk songs that fall into the short-short-long form. But
only one of them contains the marked DO solfege at the appropriate times in the song.

Do

Do

Do

Do

Still thinking? Try eating some fruit, that might help your brain!

Check back next month for the answer!
Want to submit a secret map from one of your favorite songs? Don’t be shy!
Submit maps for consideration to jeharkins@fcps.edu

Do
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TIPS FOR TEACHER INTERACTIONS
Part 3 of 5

Jake Harkins

*

III. Choosing Effective Teacher Language
We may believe we know what we want at school, and we know what to say to get it. But what
if we also believed that how we choose to speak to our students is the most important variable
affecting how our students choose to interact with each other and respond to us? Building a
nurturing community of learners in the classroom requires that we understand the messages our
words convey to our students. SongWorks 1 (Bennett & Bartholomew, 1997) suggests that our
language choices have the power to shape an environment for learning.
In The Power of Our Words, Denton (2007) organizes
effective teacher language into three categories:
1. “Reinforcing Language” acknowledges and names
students’ strengths, 2. “Reminding Language” helps
students remember expectations, and 3. “Redirecting
Language” gives clear commands when children have
gone off track. We may think of these language
choices as proactive (reinforcing) and reactive
(reminding, redirecting).

“How we choose to speak
to our students is the most
important variable affecting
how our students choose to
interact with each other
and respond to us.”

When we strive to be as proactive as possible in our directions and responses to students, there is
the danger of over-explaining our directions, expectations, and consequences. In “The Power of
Brevity, Two-Word Cues,” Dr. Peggy Bennett (2010) reminds teachers that in proactive or
reactive language, fewer words may not only be more assertive, but may also shift the focus
from the teacher’s wants and needs to the learning and the students. “Eyes here,” “voices off,”

or “no sound,” are concise, direct, and specific cues to guide student behavior.
While I now happen to agree with Denton and Bennett after years of refining my practice,
initially choosing the effective teacher language for my classroom was a journey. At first I did not
understand I had the power to pick and choose an eclectic selection of effective teacher
language.

*Part 3 of 5, excerpted from Harkins, J. (2015). Peaceful and powerful: Tips for teachers’ interactions. 2015 SongWorks
Certification Capstone Paper.

Tips for Teacher Interactions (continued…)
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When it comes to choosing effective teacher language, young teachers, with little personal
experience, often follow behavior books like a baking recipe, and observe and imitate the
language of teachers we admire for our own survival in the classroom. A first step for new teachers
finding their teaching presence often includes mirroring those who we consider successful teachers.
With the best intentions, many young teachers observe a veteran teacher, taking vigorous notes on
the teacher’s process, body language, choice of words and mannerisms, and then try with little
success to recreate the same teaching presence in their own classrooms. When taken to one
extreme, without analysis for application, reflection, and personal intention, this echo can be a
dangerous path.
New classroom teachers might have the inner dialogues, “Why can’t I be more like Mrs. Robin?” or,

“I need to channel Mr. Dade to make these kids listen.” In addition to echoing “master” or “expert”
presenters when choosing effective teacher language, there is perhaps a larger temptation to
echo other colleagues we admire, including their personalities, mannerisms, and words.
When we echo other teachers’ teacher language, and fail to honor our own teaching presence,
we may be missing important connections with our students and our context. Even veteran
teachers may experience these challenges.

“I feel like a
first-year
teacher all over
again this year.”

Years ago, a teacher I highly admire told me, “I feel like a first-year
teacher all over again this year.” She had just switched—by
choice—from teaching 2nd Grade for many years to 5th Grade. She

said everything seemed unfamiliar, and she was worried that her
mannerisms, personality, and choice of words would need to
change in her interactions with the 5th graders. In essence, her “fifthgrade-teaching- self” would not feel like her “second-gradeteaching-self”—the only teaching persona she knew.

The new standards of content she taught seemed the least of her concerns. The interactions,
expectations, relationships (essentially her choices of effective teacher language) were somehow
different. It’s true. I didn’t want to minimize her concern in a moment of compassion. However, her
insecurities and concerns about changing to a different authority level and choosing effective
teacher language are familiar to many specialist teachers, magnified by changing age levels every
30 minutes of the day.
Years ago, I often felt a little insane at work. More specifically, I often felt that in a given day, I could
split my personality up to 17 different ways. As an “enrichment” or “specials” teacher, who sees 17
different homerooms a week, I spent years trying to echo the mannerisms, personality, presence
and effective teacher language of my colleagues for each of their individual homerooms when
their students attended music. From “traveling rules,” (such as “1,2,3” warnings, or “1 and done,” or
“we don’t sit kids out-it’s too punitive”) to different signals for water (or bathroom), to how students
line up (number order, boy/girl, by row), I became overwhelmed in my responses, interactions, and
expectations for students.

Tips for Teacher Interactions (continued…)
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So what happens when we question the common practice of echoing other teacher’s effective
teacher language? What happens to our own sanity when we say, “No, I value my personality, my
mannerisms, my routines, my expectations, in my context. I want
to choose my own effective teacher language.”
For many years, I was resigned to the idea that my struggles were
simply a part of the job, and a product of teaching different
grade levels and different groups of kids throughout a long day
at work. Were my intentions pure? YES! I was trying to be the
best for my students by echoing their classroom teachers, to
provide consistency for students in hopes of their success.

Why? Because I was told this consistency was best for students.
This contradicted my core value as a professional educator.
In addition to my content, I teach important social skills and 21st

“being the best
teacher for my
students had to
include being the
best ME…”

century skills of collaboration, communication, critical thinking,
and creativity. I believe as educators that we all teach behavior skills. Indeed, in our own lives, we
all teach others how to treat us—children, colleagues, administrators, friends, and family. Today’s
teachers understand that teaching social skills is as important as teaching our content, and
choosing effective teacher language can make or break us. But, if we are not true to ourselves
while teaching, how can we feel at peace and powerful as our best teaching selves?

A wise friend, Alice Nordquist, recently wrote to me,
“I think we can trust kids to learn to adapt to different classroom styles, don't you? Consistency
within your own classroom context is ultimately more supportive to your students than trying to
mimic their homeroom teachers.”

“When we echo other
teachers when choosing
effective teacher
language and fail to
honor our own teaching
presence…”

After a few years of struggling to be 17 different teachers, I finally said
“ENOUGH!” One summer vacation at the beach, I asked myself, “Are
the ‘traveling-rules-police’ who create these behavior management
packages and expectations going to hunt me down and burn me at
the stake? Not likely. Will my own sanity be in jeopardy if I continue to

try to remember how to channel and echo 17 different people
throughout the day? Likely. And most importantly, I don’t believe my
students benefit from the best of me, when they don’t experience the
best of me.”

A shift occurred when I intentionally chose to believe that being the best teacher for my students
had to include being the best ME, in my context, in my classroom, with my curriculum, my
personality, my words, and with my mannerisms. I had to be the one to pick and choose the
effective teacher language, without allowing the latest book I read or presentation I attended to
become the authority in my classroom.

Tips for Teacher Interactions (continued…)
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New teachers are thankful for all and any help we can get. Yes, we do learn from observing our
colleagues and veteran teachers whom we admire. The little phrases that work for them, we may
try on for ourselves like a coat. In addition, we need to be confident enough to know when
something we try doesn’t “fit,” that we can throw it out of our repertoire entirely, or change and
modify that coat until we feel comfortable wearing it.
We seek the support of colleagues for strategies to engage students, re-direct them, and provide
peaceful opportunities for them to re-gain self-control when they escalate above our threshold. Still,
in the end, we must be true to ourselves, our context in our classroom, and honor THAT environment
as something different, special, and ours, instead of trying to re-create a new atmosphere every 30
minutes depending on the group of students in front of us. We are each the experts of our context.
Things I stopped doing:
 Using catch-phrases I knew the classroom teacher used for his/her class just for consistency.
 Keeping track of rules that each classroom had about “finding partners,” who is and isn’t

“allowed” to sit next to each other, or work together, which classroom has to ask for water, and
which group of students can go to the fountain without needing to ask.
 Allowing my first thought to be “OK, what would Mrs. Robin do right now?” when faced with a

behavior challenge in my room.
I instead remind myself that while we learn from each other, and we grow from observations of what
may or may not work for another teacher with certain groups of children and specific children, we
must remember our own experiences to guide what works for ourselves as teachers first.

Tips for Teacher Interactions (continued…)
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Things I have started doing:
 Creating my own consistent vocabulary I can use across all grade levels for expectations, re-

directions, and reminding students. (“Show me you are ready for the hall, voice off, eyes
forward, not now, eyes here,” etc.) I am creating a vocabulary that is effective and respectful
for all ages and that is true to my principles for working with children.
 Acknowledging to students that different rooms/teachers have different expectations. (“When

you walk into your homeroom, it may be OK for you to _____, when you walk into my classroom,
my expectation is for you to _____. Show me how that looks and sounds.”)
 Allowing my first thought to be “OK, Mr. Harkins how will your response, right now, be peaceful,

powerful, and preserve the integrity of this student, without ignoring the behavior you are finding
unacceptable?” Now, my mannerisms and vocabulary choices (choosing effective teacher
language) are true to me and consistent across all grade levels.
I now remind myself that my own voice as a teacher is important. It is no less than that of another
teacher, regardless of how successful I find that colleague. Our high expectations for students don’t
have to be the same as those lower or different expectations of another teacher and that’s OK. We
each teach our own expectations through our own choices of effective teacher language. We
teach children how we move in the music room, how we speak to, and how we respond to each
other. We teach social skills, respect, and community through our song games and folk dancing.
We teach collaboration through our own modeling of a playful and safe learning environment. We

choose effective teacher language that is effective in our room, with our students, and with
ourselves.
A twenty-first century best practice is providing opportunities for our students to teach each other,
because we know that we learn the most when teaching others. So, what if we remember and
accept that our own teaching experiences might hold the most valuable lessons for us to learn
about our teaching? We don’t easily admit it, but especially those hard days where the kids don’t
respond the way we expected, or our choice of words or tone of voice was not what we had
intended or desired in retrospect—those are the experiences that shape us into better versions of
our teaching selves. When choosing effective teacher language, our reflection, honesty, and selfdetermination may be some of the best tools for personal growth in our contexts with the children in
front of us. While there is so much value in observing others, it is during our own teaching that we
learn about our teaching, if we are open to it. Awareness of the language we choose and how we
choose to deliver it in our interactions with students has the power to create, nurture, and maintain
a peaceful learning environment.
Check back next month for tip IV. Providing Feedback that Feeds.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Bennett, Peggy D. & Bartholomew, Douglas R. (1997). SongWorks 1: Singing in the education of children. Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth. Reprinted 2014 by SongWorks Press.
Denton, Paula. (2007). The Power of our words: Teacher language that helps children learn. Turner Falls, MA. Northeast
Foundations for Children, Inc.
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MUSIC AND LANGUAGE LITERACY:
Part 2 of 5

Beth Cain
Since I spend my professional days as a literacy teacher, I decided to
investigate the parallels between literacy in the language arts
classroom and in the music classroom. Last month I posed five
questions about music and language symbolization.
1. How do music and language symbolization connect with each other?
2. Why is the SongWorks approach particularly valuable in helping students learn to symbolize?
3. Do students with difficulty reading also have difficulty following musical notation?
4. Can the SongWorks sound-to-symbol approach be used to help struggling readers?

Beth Cain
Midland,TX

5. How can music teachers and reading teachers collaborate in their common goal of literacy?

To ponder these questions, five installments of Music and Language Literacy are explored in
consecutive newsletters.
II. The Value of the SongWorks Approach in Helping Students learn to Symbolize

“Aural becomes
kinesthetic and
then becomes
visual…”

As I discussed ideas for this article with Peggy Bennett, she
mentioned an interesting idea: the song is the “propeller” for the
learning. Teachers who use the SongWorks approach know how
powerful the learning becomes when driven by the experience
of a song game.

For language literacy teachers there may not be a similar “propeller.” The focus and driving
force, especially at the primary level, is learning to decode combinations of 26 letters to
create meaning. While independent reading is a highly satisfying, aesthetic and exciting
experience for young children, the path to this kind of literacy is quite different from the
path to musical literacy.
For music teachers the ultimate teaching goal is musicality, and this may be a significant
difference in how learning is approached in both types of classrooms. One of the strengths
of the SongWorks approach is the experiential way in which the music is internalized so
strongly. Aural becomes kinesthetic and then becomes visual.

Music and Language Literacy (continued)…
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For example, in Vicky Suarez’s presentation*, first graders initially experienced
“Promenade” by listening to the music. Then they physically performed the rhythmic
patterns. Finally, they followed the symbolized rhythmic notation while listening to the
score.
The following SongWorks inspired strategies may help teach young children to read text:
 Carefully selecting books with repetitive language patterns
 Highlighting difficult sections of text with movement or game
 Teaching the phonetic symbolization of certain sounds through play
 Keeping variety in the language arts lessons by using choral reading, guided reading,

playful lessons, and engaging teaching strategies
These strategies might help “propel” students more quickly towards comprehension and
fluency in reading text - the ultimate goals of language literacy teachers.
Next Month: III. Students with difficulty reading may also have difficulty following musical
notation
*Suarez, Vicky. (2016). Mussorgsky and Me. Music Edventures Basics and Beyond International Conference, Denver.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Beth Cain received her bachelor's degree from the University of Texas at Arlington in 1989, studying music
education with Dr. Peggy Bennett. She earned a master's degree in humanities from the University of North
Texas in 1991 and has held numerous teaching positions in music, English, and the humanities over her 30
year career. She has two children - Anna, 21, and Travis, 19 - and currently teaches at a private school in
Tucson, Arizona.
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SONGWORKS IN ACTION
From the Executive Director
SongWorks Certification Program
We are delighted to announce the first ever SongWorks in Action
course. This course is open to all educators who want to study the
playful ways we teach and learn in SongWorks and the vibrant
learning that results. Classes will be filled with the full gamut of
SongWorks strategies through which the SongWorks Principles
are applied. More details will follow in the December issue.

Terolle Turnham
Eagan, MN

-Terolle
SONGWORKS in ACTION
July 17-21, 2017
St. Catherine University
St. Paul, Minnesota

September Mystery Map Revealed!

Seasick Sailor
What shall we do

What shall we do

What shall we do

with a sea - sick sail - or,

with a sea - sick sail - or,

with a sea - sick sail - or,

ear - lie

in

the

morn - in’
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MINNESESOTA MEI GROUP, October 2016
Karalyn Koskela Reports:
Our last MN SongWorks/MEI monthly meeting took place on October 8, 2016. We focused on
preschool and movement activities. The presentations included:
Anne Mendenhall presented her work with preschool students on “Git on
Board” and “The Wise Old Screech Owl.” Anne seamlessly used techniques

such as incorporating student names, guiding students to issue invitations to
one another, and performing actions with songs. These techniques ensured
that everyone present felt not only involved with the song material, but
accountable for careful listening and participation –a must for working with
young students!
“Rodeo,” by Aaron Copeland, was used by Lisa Schoen to create opportunities for focused
listening, movement, small-group work, and student creativity in designing movements. The
result was non-stop fun for the teachers at the meeting – we even included a few dance
moves that our students would recognize! Lisa’s teaching style and playful demeanor were
engaging. Even when we (as adults!) threatened to get off task, Lisa was able to keep us
focused and moving forward.
Karalyn Koskela presented a variety of ideas for using the song “We
Walk and We Walk and We Stop” with preschool students. The song
has many possibilities for movement, giving turns, making invitations,
and asking students for ideas. In addition, the short-short-long form of
the song can provide students with a very engaging mapping
experience. Karalyn created a map while students watched and
followed along, but preschool students could certainly try creating
their own maps with this song!
“Hop Old Squirrel,” engaged us through the careful planning of Kathy Cartwright. Kathy’s
activities to accompany the song included a fingerplay, story-plopping, whole-group
movement, instruments, a listening game, and an ideograph. Kathy’s questions for students
allowed the students to direct the type of movement taking place as well as generating
student interest in the song and activities.
We look forward to another MN meeting in December!
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2017 Music EdVentures Conference
March 30-April 1
Minneapolis, Minnesota

SongWorks: Digging Deeper, Reaching Wider
REGISTRATION FORM
Name__________________________________________ Phone___________________________

Address________________________________________ City_____________________________
State/Prov_________Zip/Postal Code_________Email_________________________________

CONFERENCE FEES (Luncheons included; payabe in US Dollars. Chose membership level below)
_____$175 2017 Members

_____$100 Retirees

_____$75 Students

_____ $225 Nonmembers

_____$110 One Day Only (includes luncheon, 1-year complimentary membership)
Select day: ____Thursday ____Friday

MEMBERSHIP DUES ____$45 Regular

____$20 Student

____$75 Sustain

_____$100 Patron

FRIDAY NIGHT BANQUET _____$40 (Includes gratuity and tax)
My diet requires: ____No Restrictions ____Vegetarian ____Vegan ____Dairy Free ____Gluten Free

MAKING A TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATION? Online: After registering return to the DONATE button.
If registering by mail add: I am including $____ Donation.

TOTAL PAID $_____________
Check Number_______________ (checks made payable to Music EdVentures Inc)
Inquires regarding scholarships and travel grants for the 2017 Music Edventures Conference should be sent to
Ruthanne Parker, MEI President at Ruthanne.fisher@gmail.com . Applications due by January 7th.

2 WAYS TO REGISTER:
*ONLINE payment at musicedventures.com (Get involved, Conferences)
*BY MAIL: For mailing instructions contact registrar Alice Nordquist at mei.treasurerteam@gmail.com

IMPORTANT TIMES
 Registration: 8:00 a.m. Thursday March 30th
 Conference Banquet: 6:00 p.m. Friday March 31st
 Conference Sessions End: 3:30 p.m. Saturday April 1st
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2016 MUSIC EDVENTURES LEADERSHIP

Board of Directors

President
Ruthanne Parker
Wyncote, PA

President-Elect
Taryn Raschdorf
Virginia Beach, VA

Secretary
Betty Phillips
Corvallis, OR

Director at Large
Esther Campbell
Olympia, WA

Past-President
Samantha Smith
Rocky River, OH

Registrar
Alice Nordquist
Baltimore, MD

Director for USA
Vicky Suarez
Richardson, TX

President-Elect Apprentice
Max Mellman
Jersey City, NJ

Director at Large
Jake Harkins
Arlington, VA

Director for Japan
Yoshie Kaneko
Nara City, Japan

Director for Canada
Kate Smith
Port Coquitlam, BC
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MEI Officers
President
Ruthanne Parker, PA
President-Elect
Taryn Raschdorf, VA
Past-President
Samantha Smith, OH
President-Elect Apprentice
Max Mellman, NJ
Secretary
Betty Phillips, OR
Registrar
Alice Nordquist, MD
Board of Directors
Jake Harkins, VA
Esther Campbell, WA
Vicky Suarez, TX
Yoshie Kaneko, Japan
Kate Smith, Canada
Website Chair
Pam Vellutini, OR
Newsletter Chair
Jake Harkins, VA
Academic Coordinator
Leah Steffen, MN
Emerging Pioneers Advisor
Peggy Bennett, MT
Visiting Scholars, Chair
Peggy Bennett, MT
Communications Chair
Lisa Schoen, MN
2017 Conference Chair
Taryn Raschdorf, VA

The Purpose of Music EdVentures, Inc.
is to search for and practice ways of making music and
interacting with people that preserve and celebrate the
dignity of both. As a guiding principle, this purpose will
focus our work on:
1. Practices that foster interactive, facilitative
learning environments.

2. Strategies that empower the learner within the
context of music experience and study.
3. Networks that encourage collaboration between
diverse disciplines, professionals, and interest groups.

Any Member of Music EdVentures, Inc. can
receive a copy of the MEI Policies and
Procedures Manual and By-Laws by
contacting Past President Samantha Smith at
samanthameese@gmail.com

Support the mission of MEI
with membership dues or donations!
$45 Regular $75 Sustaining $100 Patron $20 Student
Join or donate online at www.musicedventures.org or
make checks payable to MEI (in USD). Include your name,
address, phone, and email.
Send to: Jeanette Potvin, Treasurer
3570 Oxford Drive
Woodbury, MN 55125

News and Notes is the monthly communication of Music EdVentures, Inc. (MEI). Regular
features will keep members and friends up to date on coming events and the latest teaching
techniques, tips and strategies. Submissions are due on the 15th of the month prior to
publication and may be submitted months in advance, indicating the month in which
publication is preferred. The committee reserves the right to select material to be published
according to length and appropriateness. Article length may vary. Visuals should be scanned
and submitted as .pdf or .jpg files. Send submissions to jeharkins@fcps.edu with the subject line
“MEI Newsletter.” Submissions may be edited to accommodate space limitations.

